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Second Cup of Coffee: 
Differentiation at Sears
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“Even though students may learn in many ways, the 
essential skills and content they learn can remain steady. 
Students can take different roads to the same destination.”

        -Carol Ann Tomlinson



Goals for our session today:
◈ Learn about differentiation as a philosophy and 

practice
◈ Understand what differentiation looks like at Sears
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Differentiation is a 
student-centered  
philosophy of teaching and 
learning.



Differentiation is a 
philosophy consistent with 
a developmental approach 
to learning.



Differentiation is 
Responsive Teaching.



What beliefs are at the core of differentiation?

◈ Diversity is normal and valuable
◈ Students should be at the center of the 

learning process
◈ All learners require meaningful, respectful, 

and engaging school work 
◈ A developmental, growth mindset approach 

to learning
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Teachers can differentiate by:

◈ Content
◈ Process
◈ Product
◈ Environment
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Our 
Practices:
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Differentiating by Content
◈ Link content to students’ 

experiences, broad issues, 
and real world experiences

◈ Vary depth and complexity
◈ Use supplementary 

materials linked to the 
curriculum

Example: 
Differentiated Text Sets
◈ Multimedia, multi-genre 

collection of texts built 
around a driving question, 
concept, or central text

◈ Differentiates by both 
present level of 
performance and student 
interest 
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Examples:
Argumentative Essay on 
Renaissance Humanism includes 
texts such as Michelangelo’s 
Sistine Chapel, a book of sketches 
by da Vinci, musical compositions 
by Renaissance composers, as 
well as challenging passages from 
Dante’s Divine Comedy, 
Machiavelli’s The Prince.  

http://www.vatican.va/various/cappelle/sistina_vr/index.html
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Differentiating by Process
◈ Using multiple 

instructional 
approaches

◈ Group students 
flexibly

◈ Vary scaffolding, 
depth, and 
complexity



CPA/CRA-                                       
Concrete     Representational/Pictorial     Abstract

❖ Explore and experience 
math

❖ Begin with concrete 
models, moving toward 
the abstract.

❖ Demonstrate true 
understanding for 
learning. 
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14Concrete Representational/Pictorial
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Representational/Pictorial

Representational/Pictorial Abstract
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Differentiating by Product
Provide opportunities for choice about 
ways to express learning

● Choice of prompts/ products where 
appropriate

● Create authentic products
● Develop  assignments based on 

readiness, interests, or learning 
preferences.

Example: Abolitionist Choice Board

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zaM8UrEtd7Z3F_W9L33gUXVPJbwRpZQEbjFFjXl_1Mk/edit
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What’s Your Passion?



Project Based Learning
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Differentiating by Environment/ Affect
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The differentiated classroom 
environment promotes student 
responsibility, self awareness, 
as a learner, and learning for 
the satisfaction of learning
● learner-centered
● flexible
● stimulating
● growth mindset
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Flexible Work Spaces & 
Varied Seating Options 
based on…

● student choice 
● based on desired learning 

targets
● individuality and 

collaboration
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● Philosophical Understanding of Differentiation
● Knowledge of individual students
● Active planning for student differences
● Knowledge of practical strategies
● Using data formatively
● Reflection
● Ongoing professional development

What does it take to plan for differentiation?



          Collaboration is Key
In his Visible Learning metastudy, John Hattie ranked 
collective teacher efficacy as the number one factor 

influencing student achievement (Hattie 2016).

“It is important for teachers to collaborate because if 
teachers didn’t collaborate, we wouldn’t have a 

school.”
-Sears Student
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Collaboration is Key

       
-

“
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At a tightly knit JK - 8 
school such as Sears, there 
are enormous opportunities 
to collaborate among 
different subject matter and a 
variety of grade levels. Our 
collective understanding of 
our students forms the fabric 
of our community
We hone our craft together.
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Team members combine 

their unique skill sets to 

create in-depth, 

multi-modal, and 

differentiated 

instruction and 

materials.  

Collaborative Planning

Consulting 
Teachers/ 
Facilitators

Librarian

Student 
Services
Teacher

Technology
Facilitators

Classroom 
Teachers

Other 
Specialists
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Professional Development Highlights
July 2016: Group of teachers attend the National Conference on Differentiated Instruction

August 2016: Differentiation Celebration Professional Development

September 2016: Book club starts to read Differentiation and the Brain (finished in February)

October - December: Differentiation Professional Learning Community Drafts Operational Vision of 
Differentiation and Differentiation Yearly Plans (4 Years)

November: Thinking Maps and Differentiation Workshop 

January - May: Differentiation Learning Lunch series (teacher-led learning lunches and screencast on topics in 
differentiation)

February - June: Differentiated Model Classroom Project Peer Partnerships 



What can you do at home to ensure 
that your child gets the most from 
differentiated instruction?
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d4uKCZTmyy4

